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camGUARD™

Hazardous Waste Registration
Ref: NYY846 August 2013
Waste Carbon filter Storage Point:
Camlab Ltd

Safe, environmentally responsible disposal
of your used laboratory carbon filter waste.

If hazardous waste is mismanaged it has the potential to cause harm to the environment and human health.
As a result, strict controls apply from the point of its production, to its movement, management and disposal.
The camGUARD™ system provides a hazardous waste
collection and disposal service for saturated carbon filters
used in laboratory fume hoods and storage cabinets.
By trapping and binding harmful chemical vapours these
filters are key to the protection of laboratory personnel.
They need timely replacement and controlled disposal as
hazardous waste once saturated.

The camGUARD™ reminder service provides a safe and
economical method for the safe replacement and correct
disposal of these types of filters. Camlab is authorised to
collect, store and consolidate ‘used’ carbon filters as part
of the Non-Waste Framework Directive (NWFD)
exemptions and as such does not contravene S33(1)a
Environmental Protection Act 1990.
Combine collection service with waste
disposal and a camGUARD™ service
contract for the complete solution.

This approval by the Environment Agency allows Camlab
to operate as a ‘Collection Point’ for all brands. This
economic consolidation of used carbon filters ensures
controlled disposal and provides a significant cost saving
to the user.

We only use appropriate disposal facilities

Incorrect disposal under the wrong conditions can release harmful chemicals back into the environment.
The camGUARD™ service ensures strict control of disposal to protect the environment. We take great care
to ensure complete traceability of the filter and ensure the correct disposal at approved high temperature
incineration facilities. Only by complete destruction of the saturated filter at high temperatures over 1,100°C
can the correct disposal be guaranteed. This is necessary to break down the bound chemicals into non
hazardous components. Proof of destruction certificate is available on request.

We handle the paperwork so you don’t have to

As a ‘Collection point’ we take on the responsibility as the waste producer.
We provide a fully traceable service producing the hazardous waste
consignment notes as well as maintaining records required by the Environment
Agency for up to three years.

What should I do when my laboratory filters
need replacing?

Register with our camGUARD™ collection service by calling 01954 233110
or emailing camguard@camlab.co.uk. This gives you access to the Asura®
range of replacement filters which cover all major brands of hoods and
enclosures at special prices.

We can then validate your order and send the filter collection pack documentation for you to complete.
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How to get started.....
Order your camGUARD™ filter collection pack

Order your replacement filter and the required disposal service.
Please note: for each consignment of filters you will also need to order a single collection note.
Disposal Service
1181278 Contract Customer Asura® Filter Disposal Service
including free collection pack
1181277 Non-Contract Customer Asura® Filter Disposal Service
including free collection pack
1181279 Consignment Collection Note

£20.00*per filter
£35.00 per filter

£49.50 per consignment

*You can benefit from contract pricing immediately by taking out a new Asura Service Contract. Our
engineers can also perform the filter change during the service visit required, as long as the filters have
been ordered and delivered to your site in advance.
1168051

Asura® Service Contract

from £195.00**

1194594

Copy of Proof of Destruction Certificate

£25.00

Includes service and filter replacement for one hood with a single visit
per annum. **Pricing will vary for more than one fume hood, location or
where more frequent visits are required. Price does not include filter cost.

FREE camGUARD™ reminder service registration

£FREE

Having ordered your collection service you can also
order your replacement Asura carbon filters which will
be delivered in reusable packaging.
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Please contact us for a quotation.
01954 233110
camguard@camlab.co.uk.

Your new filter and camGUARD™ collection pack arrives.

The new filter will arrive in our special packaging which is designed to be opened easily and then
re-used for the return filter. If you are using separate packaging supplied by us or need to use
your own packaging for any reason please ensure you follow the next steps as closely
as possible.

New filter is despatched with a collection
notification form and labels for return
NB Prices current January 2016. Please confirm when placing your order.
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Pack your used filters in a suitable bag and box

After fitting your new filters, place the used filters in the plastic wrap and seal the bag to ensure it is
waterproof using adhesive tape. Then put the bagged filter back into the original carton and seal. If
you are fitting your own pre-purchased filters you will need to find a suitable bag and box to return
your used filters.
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Re-pack in the original box.
Place the used filter in a plastic bag and seal.

Label the packages and request collection

Your camGUARD™ pack will come with the correct number of
pre-completed transport labels. Simply affix one label to each
packed filter and notify Camlab that your filters are ready for
collection by faxing the Collection Notification Form to
01954 233 101, or emailing to camguard@camlab.co.uk
NOTE: Please make sure you complete the green sections of
the form in full.
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Affix label to the carton

Paperwork & traceability

As soon as we have received your filters at our
consolidation depot we will return the appropriate
collection paperwork to you.

A copy will be kept on file for 3 years to provide full
environmental traceability of the disposal.

